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Research
A glimpse at how some of this year’s most  
anticipated programs are amping up the  
excitement through social.   

Giphy & Grace and Frankie

  Twitter Stickers & Planet Earth II

    Snapchat Disocover & Planet Earth II

      Facebook Live & Game of Thrones

        Real Time Marketing & House of Cards

            Diegetic Content & Better Call Saul & Santa Clarita Diet

II



Giphy
There’s no doubt that Giphy is already the leader in all things gif and they are continuously 
upping their gif game. Giphy now has Giphy Studios where brands can work with Giphy to 
create a catalogue of customized gifs to share. Of course, you can still create and upload your 
own gifs to the website, but when you work with the studio you are given a page to house all 
of your giphs. Many top brands and shows have already jumped on board including Schitt’s 
Creek, Gilmore Girls, Old Spice, and Converse. 

 
 

From Claire Ferris: 
“I started watching 
Psych and Supernatural 
because I was seeing 
gifs of the shows 
everywhere. I had to get 
in on the conversation.” 
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Grace and Frankie
To promote the date reveal of the next season of Grace and Frankie, Netflix worked with Giphy 

to create a catalogue of gifs. While a lot of other shows will use content from the series to 
create their gifs, and the series has those too, completely new ones were also created for Grace 

and Frankie. The initial date reveal video was a short animation that eventually spelled out the 
date of the premiere. The gifs were made based on the same design. The Grace and Frankie 

Facebook has been using these reaction gifs where they can to respond to fan comments. 

Premiere
03.27.2017

Grace and Frankie
Season 3 Teaser

February 8, 2017
1,548.462 Views

10,727 Shares
38,704 Likes

7,900 Comments

Grace and Frankie
Season 3 Trailer 

March 2, 2017 
Facebook

320,002 Page Likes 
71,212 Shares 

8,626329 Views 

Twitter
34,958 Followers

1,154 Retweets
 

YouTube
1,408479 Subscribers

1,814 Shares
123,691 Views

IV

http://giphy.com/graceandfrankie
https://www.facebook.com/GraceandFrankie/videos/vb.264686147049166/674068562777587/?type=2&theater
https://www.facebook.com/GraceandFrankie/videos/vb.264686147049166/674068562777587/?type=2&theater
https://www.facebook.com/GraceandFrankie/videos/vb.264686147049166/674068562777587/?type=2&theater
https://www.facebook.com/GraceandFrankie/videos/vb.264686147049166/685811168269993/?type=2&theater
https://twitter.com/GraceandFrankie/status/837362177505886208
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_KRIMhehOLs


Twitter Stickers 
Twitter introduced promoted stickers to its platform in 2016. The Twitter blog about promoted 
stickers says, “Brands can design four or eight stickers — like accessories and other props — 
for users to add to their own photos. Photos with a brand’s stickers are shared with all of a 
user’s followers, allowing brands to be featured by their fans in a truly authentic way. #Stickers 
act as a visual hashtag, meaning that photos with your brand’s sticker will be connected and 
discoverable to anyone who taps your brand’s sticker. This allows a brand to see and engage 
with the people who are using their stickers in creative ways.” Pepsi was the first brand to jump 
on board and their sticker set helped to launch the feature. Other brands that have tried it out 
include Doctor Who and Zara.

Stickers aren’t unique to Twitter and are arguably more popular on Instagram and Snapchat. 
Twitter isn’t typically used for selfies and photo-sharing the way that Instagram and Snapchat 
are, but the ability to create branded stickers seems to be best on Twitter.

 
 

Further Reading:  
How to Use Twitter Stickers

V

https://blog.twitter.com/2016/introducing-promoted-stickers
http://www.wired.co.uk/article/doctor-who-power-of-the-daleks-twitter-stickers
http://www.techradar.com/how-to/internet/how-to-use-twitter-stickers-1324077


Planet Earth II
Part of the BBC’s strategy for the launch of Planet Earth II seemed to be using the latest feature 
of most social platforms. A set of Twitter stickers inspired by Planet Earth II were made available 

on the mobile app. The Tweets from people who used the stickers were collected in Twitter 
Moments, another new feature of Twitter. 

Searching on Twitter for people who used the stickers doesn’t yield many results. BBC could 
have promoted this user-generated content more by retweeting the pictures made by fans or 

creating a unique hashtag to identify those who used the stickers. 

Premiere
01.18.2017

Planet Earth II 
(BBC Earth)

Official Extended Trailer
October 14, 2016 

Facebook
6,631,421 Likes 
673,994 Shares 

51,309,920 Views 

Twitter
343,633 Followers4,310 

Retweets
 

YouTube
1,099,163 Subscribers

128,696 Shares
9,609,485 Views

Instagram
1,099,163 Followers

22,556 Views
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https://twitter.com/BBCEarth/status/841656449457672193
https://twitter.com/i/moments/841659100605865984
https://twitter.com/i/moments/841659100605865984
https://www.facebook.com/bbcearth/videos/vl.663892467118996/1311386968894856/?type=1&theater
https://twitter.com/BBCEarth/status/786940894075232256
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xUZKyPBaR0
https://www.instagram.com/p/BLjBceQDuuN/?taken-by=bbcearth&hl=en


Snapchat Discover
There has been speculation that Snapchat is the next frontier in how we watch TV. As the app 
moves more into original video content, it becomes clear what sets it apart from other apps. 

Video on Snapchat is viewed in portrait mode, not landscape, and there is no imposed frame 
around the video. Snapchat is known for it’s max 10-second videos which for a long time meant 
to publish a full story required back to back Snaps, but even that is changing. Facebook (and 
thus Instagram) have a penchant for copying many of Snapchat’s special features and the slow 
development of Snapchat’s Discover could allow others to catch up and take over.

Discover allows Snapchat to give brands increased flexibility with that they publish. It’s 
important to note, that all content on Discover is curated by Snapchat and they are often very 
involved with what is published by brands on their platform. Compare this to YouTube and 
Facebook where anyone can upload to the public and anyone can watch.

Snapchat’s Discover is still new, still developing, and still relatively unknown to most users 
outside of its prime demographic; but as new an interesting brands partner with the platform, 
different demographic groups are following. It seems every time you turn around, another 
show, channel, or brand is hopping on the Snapchat bandwagon including A&E and Disney. 
In fact, NBC recently invested in Snachat after releasing their first Saturday Night Live sketch 
available exclusively on the platform. 

 
 

From TechCrunch:  
“But Snap’s success 
doesn’t depend entirely 
on it being a social 
network. It’s shrinking 
Hollywood so it fits in 
your pocket.”

Further Reading:  
TV Shows go into Overdrive on 
Snapchat
A&E Becomes the Latest TV 
Brand to Create Shows for 
Snapchat
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https://support.snapchat.com/en-US/a/discover-how-to
http://www.cnbc.com/2017/03/03/nbc-invests-500-million-in-snapchat-ipo.html
http://variety.com/2017/digital/news/saturday-night-live-snapchat-donald-trump-boycott-1201984434/
https://techcrunch.com/2017/02/16/snapchat-shows/
http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/talkingtech/2017/01/29/tv-shows-go-into-overdrive-snapchat/97142416/
http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/talkingtech/2017/01/29/tv-shows-go-into-overdrive-snapchat/97142416/
http://adage.com/article/media/a-e-networks-latest-tv-brand-create-shows-snapchat/307938/
http://adage.com/article/media/a-e-networks-latest-tv-brand-create-shows-snapchat/307938/
http://adage.com/article/media/a-e-networks-latest-tv-brand-create-shows-snapchat/307938/


Planet Earth II
Timed with the premiere of the series, Snapchat and BBC partnered to release exclusive 

content onto the Discover feature of Snapchat for North America. Planet Earth II’s production 
spanned years and was cut down into only a few episodes leaving a lot of extra unused, but still 

good, footage. Some of it was used to create six exclusive episodes for Snapchat Discover. 

One episode was released each week with the first airing on February 17, 2017-- one day 
ahead of the series debut on BBC America. This partnership gave both BBC and Snapchat a 

chance to reach demographics outside of their usual viewership. Planet Earth II was exposed to 
a larger Millennial crowd and the older viewership of BBC would be brought to Snap.. 

The use of Discover brought a familiar show to a new format style. Further, “sound for the 
video was picked up with two microphones to create binaural recordings, the basis of stereo 

sound” instead of the usual one microphone for videos, providing an even more immersed 
experience for the viewer. 

Premiere
01.18.2017

Planet Earth II 
(BBC Earth)

Official Extended Trailer
October 14, 2016 

Facebook
6,631,421 Likes 
673,994 Shares 

51,309,920 Views 

Twitter
343,633 Followers

4,310 Retweets
 

YouTube
1,099,163 Subscribers

128,696 Shares
9,609,485 Views

Instagram
1,099,163 Followers

22,556 Views
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Facebook Live
Facebook Live now reaches far beyond the confines of the camera on your phone or laptop. 
By using a multi-cam setup or APIs you can create interactive live videos with dynamic displays 
that include different camera angles and on-screen graphics. 

A Mexican telenovela recently ran a live stream in a choose your own adventure style, where 
fans decided what would happen next with the characters using the Reactions as voting tools. 

The page, Student Problems, often posts or shares Facebook Live videos that encourage high 
levels of interaction either with commenting or reacting. The boohooMAN live stream which 
was shared onto the Student Problems page, let viewers vote using Reactions while the people 
on-screen ate bugs. The Live Exploding Trump on Student Problems had viewers comment 
“pump” and the comment that lead to the explosion won a prize. 

Facebook Live has already evolved and no longer needs to be a first-person shaky cam 
experience but can be much more interactive and engaging for the audience. 

 
 

According to HubSpot:  
“Initial data from 
Facebook revealed that 
people comment 10X 
more on Facebook Live 
videos than on  
regular videos.”

Further Reading:  
Capture and stream in real-time 
Facebook Live reactions

5 Facebook Live Success 
Stories

IX

https://live.fb.com/stream/
https://live.fb.com/stream/
https://www.facebook.com/superdeluxevideo/videos/419227185088504/?hc_ref=NEWSFEED
https://www.facebook.com/BoohooMAN/videos/598822933624548/
https://www.facebook.com/StudentProblems/videos/1127551554038243/
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/facebook-live-video-examples#sm.0000gqivhqvhid9iroo1q63xr3xn7
https://socialwall.me/en/capture-stream-in-real-time-facebook-live-reactions/
https://socialwall.me/en/capture-stream-in-real-time-facebook-live-reactions/
http://simplymeasured.com/blog/5-facebook-live-success-stories/#sm.0000gqivhqvhid9iroo1q63xr3xn7
http://simplymeasured.com/blog/5-facebook-live-success-stories/#sm.0000gqivhqvhid9iroo1q63xr3xn7


Game of Thrones
Game of Thrones (GOT) fans have been dying 

for season seven since the season six finale aired 
June 2016. GOT draws large audiences on TV 

and they have a huge following on social. Their 
Facebook touts over 20million likes, Twitter 5 

million followers, Instagram 3 million, and their 
YouTube has 2 million subscribers.

Anticipation was built for their Facebook Live 
broadcast on the GOT Twitter starting early 

March 9, letting fans know to tune into Facebook 
at 2 PM for the event. 

When the broadcast began, the screen revealed 
a large block of ice in a dungeon-like setting. 

Viewers were told to comment “Fire” to melt the 
ice, and when they did, a blowtorch would spray 

flames toward the ice. 

Some comments from the stream were featured 
directly on the live video, and the fire graphic 

at the top acted like a barometer for the flames. 
Videos of cast members were added to the 

live feed throughout, teasing fans about the 
upcoming season and encouraging commenting. 
When the ice had finally melted, a panel fell from 

the middle and revealed the premiere date. A 
video from another cast member was added to 

the end of the live stream which was followed by 
the official teaser for the season.

Premiere
07.16.2017

Game of Thrones
Facebook Live Event pt3

March 9, 2017
3,549,257 Views

18,958 Shares
115,133 Likes

198,578 Comments

Game of Thrones
Season 7 Teaser

March 9, 2017 
Facebook

20,126,252 Page Likes 
607,535 Shares 

38,183,847 Views 

Twitter
4,878,773 Followers

119,203 Retweets
 

YouTube
2,074,032 Subscribers

90,810 Shares
4,747,068 Views

X

https://www.facebook.com/pg/GameOfThrones/
https://twitter.com/GameOfThrones/status/839883506264100864
https://www.facebook.com/GameOfThrones/videos/10154555382832734/
https://twitter.com/GameOfThrones/status/839931931076628480
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qq0B0NVKghA


Real-Time Marketing
Working with current events can be tough in social media. There are endless articles about 
brands that used social media wrong when taking advantage a current event or popular 
hashtag and those brands are often accused of jumping on a bandwagon and not taking the 
time to understand what’s going on. And yes, any publicity is good publicity, but sometimes 
these mistakes can cause bigger communications crises for the brand. 

The trick is to not jump on every opportunity that presents itself. Curate what current events 
you respond to so that it aligns with your brand. While it can be tempting to hop on board with 
a trending hashtag, exercise caution with how you do so and make sure you understand why 
the topic is trending in the first place. If you can’t be ready for anything like Oreo, try looking to 
future events that you can strategically plan around such as elections. 

 
 

Further Reading:  
How to Respond to Tragedy on 
Social Media
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http://newmediadl.cas.msu.edu/blog/social-media-marketing-and-current-events-0
http://www.digitaltrends.com/social-media/the-most-scandalous-corporate-social-media-fails/
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House of Cards
Short video teasers used to promote a series premiere are nothing new, but House of Cards, 
a political drama, made a strategic move when announcing the date their next season would 
premiere. On the morning of January 20, 2017, a video was shared across all of the House of 

Cards social accounts. The end of season four set up the tagline, “We are the Terror,” for sea-
son five. This eerie teaser features an upside down American flag near capital hill waving across 
a grey sky while a chorus of children recite the Pledge of Allegiance. The video was effective at 
getting people talking because of its strategic release and the current political climate. Viewers 
of the teaser were quick to draw parallels between the series and current events and get them 

talking about what’s to come for House of Cards season five.

Premiere
05.30.2017

House of Cards
Teaser / Date Reveal

January 20, 2017
Facebook

2,835,557 Page Likes 
64,918 Shares 

9,773,787 Views 

Twitter
1,178,666 Followers

59,243 Retweets
 

YouTube
1,408,242 Subscribers

14,897 Shares
1,274,870 Views 

Instagram
350,306 Followers

110,884 Views
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https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/2668370/house-of-cards-season-5-release-date-trailer-netflix-donald-trump-inauguration/
https://www.facebook.com/HouseofCards/videos/1257848630904567/
https://twitter.com/HouseofCards/status/822466238257340416
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xUZKyPBaR0
https://www.instagram.com/p/BPfcMy_gmWm/?taken-by=houseofcards&hl=en


Diegetic Content
People love their fandoms and being immersed in 
their favourite shows. We like to pretend that our 
favourite characters actually exist in our world and 
that we could maybe one day be friends with them. 
We like the idea that these characters are people like 
us. Diegetic ads allow for this kind of fan experience 
to happen. The content from diegetic ads could exist 
within the show, but it also feels real within our world. 
The videos mentioned to the right for Better Call Saul 
and Santa Clarita Diet could be ads that we see on 
TV for things we can actually do like apply for a job at 
Los Pollos Hermanos or try the new Santa Clarita Diet.

Some shows really commit to this sort of magic 
realism by creating social media profiles for 
characters or locations so it feels they exist in our 
world. An example of this is the Twitter account for 
the character Frankie from Grace and Frankie and 
the social accounts for BoJack Horseman. Frankie’s 
Twitter account shares content she would post herself, 
like awkward Tweets to her son and pictures of her 
art. BoJack Horseman takes it a step further with 
their Twitter and Instagram accounts. Every so often 
when a fan mentions they enjoy the show, animators 
will draw them into the Hollywoo world. Even more 
elaborate than that, the BoJack accounts reflect 
scripted moments that happen within the show. 
Such as if a character says they posted something to 
Instagram, that post is actually there on Instagram, 
bringing the fictional world and our world together. 

 
 

From Dr Jessica Langer: 
“You might call it a 
‘diegetic ad’ - ‘diegetic’ 
meaning that it’s part of 
the internal story world 
of the TV show.”
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https://twitter.com/suckitaynrand
https://twitter.com/suckitaynrand
http://submit.la/bojack-s3/
http://submit.la/bojack-s3/
http://submit.la/bojack-s3/


Better Call Saul
In lieu of a standard trailer for the upcoming season 

of Better Call Saul, AMC opted for a diegetic ad. This 
video is written as a recruitment video for Los Pollos 

Hermanos, a restaurant from Breaking Bad,  which 
Better Call Saul is a prequel for and stars a familiar 

character from Breaking Bad. This style of promotion 
allowed fans to speculate what might happen in the 
next season instead of the network just telling them. 

The video was also used to promote the AMC Better 
Call Saul event at SXSW where fans could visit Los 

Pollos Hermanos, get some curly fries, and fill out a 
job application. Better Call Saul continues to release 

“viral content” leading up to the premiere.

Netflix’s Santa Clarita Diet also used the diegetic ad 
approach and in a very similar way. To promote the 
new series, a video was written to promote the diet 

itself using two already familiar faces. This video, and 
the other marketing around it, promotes the show in 
a fun and creative way as a lifestyle choice instead of 

just another series. Santa Clarita Diet also made a trio 
of videos in the trendy style of quick recipe videos 

like those from Buzzfeed Tasty.

Premiere
04.10.2017

Better Call Saul
LPM is Hiring! 

March 10, 2017

Facebook
1,839,798 Page Likes

448,774 Views
5.758 Shares

   

YouTube
600,388 Subscribers

38,782 Views
1,449 Shares

Premiere
02.03.2017

Santa Clarita Diet
Keep Fit and Have Fun 

February 6, 2017 
Facebook

303,410 Page Likes 
44,986 Shares 

9,757,617 Views 

YouTube
1.412.364 Subscribers

38,960 Shares
2,396,874 Views

Santa Clarita Diet
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https://www.facebook.com/BetterCallSaulAMC/?fref=nf
http://www.amc.com/shows/better-call-saul/video-extras/season-03/episode-00/los-pollos-hermanos-employee-training-communication?utm_source=twitter.com&utm_medium=social&utm_content=start-training-now-to-become-a-los-pollos-hermanos-employee&utm_campaign=better-call-saul
http://www.amc.com/shows/better-call-saul/video-extras/season-03/episode-00/los-pollos-hermanos-employee-training-communication?utm_source=twitter.com&utm_medium=social&utm_content=start-training-now-to-become-a-los-pollos-hermanos-employee&utm_campaign=better-call-saul
https://www.facebook.com/pg/SantaClaritaDiet/videos/?ref=page_internal
https://www.facebook.com/pg/SantaClaritaDiet/videos/?ref=page_internal
https://www.facebook.com/BetterCallSaulAMC/videos/vb.685590244811278/1281615838542046/?type=2&theater
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=14xTT74wf7c&list=PLP63B9XPsQt27XTtWT-ahAatbYzekw8QC
https://www.facebook.com/SantaClaritaDiet/videos/vb.1006224209426685/1452077621469966/?type=2&theater
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QiuMuWJu02k
https://www.facebook.com/SantaClaritaDiet/

